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INFORMATION ON AND APPROVAL OF SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS 

Note by the Director 

1 Article 26.1 (b) (ii) of the Fund Convention provides that the 
Executive Committee shall approve settlements of claims against 
the IOPC Fund and take a l l  other steps envisaged in relation to 
such claims in Article 18.7 of the Fund Convention. 

2 Since the previous session of the Executive Committee, four 
incidents have occurred that will or may give rise to claims 
against the IOPC Fund, namely the OUED GUETEKINI, the THUNTANK 5,  
the ANTONIO GRAMSCI and the ELHANI incidents. 

3 Details of these new incidents and the incidents reported 
to previous sessions of the Executive Committee, other than the 
TANIO and the PATMOS incidents, with which the IOPC Fund has 
been dealing since the 17th session of the Committee are 
given in the Annex to this document. Documents FUND/EXC.7/2, 
FUND/EXC.9/2, FUNDIEXC.1213, FUND/EXC.12/WP.l, FUND/EXC.14/4, 
FUND/EXC.14/4/Add.l, FUNDIEXC.1615 and FüND/EXC.16/5/Add.l, 
submitted to the Executive Committee's 7th, 9th, 12th, 14th and 
16th sessions, contain the information available at the time; 
reference is made to these documents. The TANIO and the PATMOS 
incidents are dealt with in documents FUND/EXC.18/2 and 
FUND1EXC.1813, respectively. 

4 üevelopments regarding the settlement of claims since the 
17th session of the Executive Committee can be summarised as 
follows: 

(a) As for the JOSE MARTI incident, the court proceedings in 
Sweden have now been terminated and the IOPC Fund w i l l  
not be called upon to pay any compensation. 

against the IOPC Fund has been withdrawn. 
(b) With respect to the ROSE GARDEN MARU incident, the claim 
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All third party claims arising out of the EIKO MARU Nol 
incident have been settled and the indemnification of 
the shipowner has been paid, leaving the recourse action 
against the owner of the colliding vessel as the only 
outstanding issue. 

With regard to the KOSHUN MARU Nol incident] all third 
party claims have been settled. Indemnification of the 
shipowner has not yet been paid. 

Agreement on the claims arising out of the TAKE MARU NO6 
incident has been reached and the claims have been paid 
in full by the P F, I insurer, JPIA. Due to uncertainty 
about the amount of the shipowner's liability, the IOPC 
Fund has not yet made any payments in reimbursement to 
JPIA. 

In respect of the JAN incident, all claims submitted so 
far by private persons have been settled. Agreement has 
been reached on a number of items of the claim submitted 
by the Danish authorities, and these items have been 
paid. Negotiations on the outstanding items are being 
held. 

The major part of the claim submitted by the German 
authorities in respect of the BRADY MARIA incident has 
been settled and paid. Negotiations on the outstanding 
items are being held. 

As for the OUED GUETERINI incident, claims have been 
submitted but substantial negotiations have not yet 
commenced. 

With respect to the THUNTANK 5 and ANTONIO GRAMSCI 
incidents, no claims have yet been submitted. 

Concerning the ELHANI incident, very little information 
about the extent of the pollution damage is available as 
yet. 

It has now been confirmed that the SOTKA and FOLGOET 
incidents, which were reported in document FUND/EXC.16/5 
(Annex, paragraphs 8 and 10) will nct lead to any claims against 
the IOPC Fund. 

Action to be Taken by the Executive Committee 

6 The Executive Committee is invited to take note of the 
information contained in this document and its Annex. 

* * *  
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ANNEX 

(The conversion of figures from national currencies into 
Pound Sterling is made at the rate of exchange on 29 June 1987, 
except for amounts which correspond to actual payments by the 
IOPC Fund; in respect of the latter, the conversion is made 

at the rate of exchange on the date of the payment) 

1 JOSE MARTI 
(Sweden, 7 January 1981) 

1.1 At the 16th session of the Executive Committee it was 
reported (document FUND/EXC.16/5, Annex, paragraph 1) that claims 
had been made against the shipowner by the Swedish Government 
amounting to SKr19.3 million (€1.9 million). In addition, two 
private persons had claimed SKr850 O00 ( f 8 3  0 0 0 ) .  A court action 
had been taken in respect of these claims in the Stockholm City 
Court against the owner of the JOSE MARTI. The limitation fund 
under the Civil Liability Convention, amounting to SKr23 844 593 
(€2.3 million), had been constituted with the City Court. The 
aggregate amount of the claims would thus be covered by the 
limitation amount. 

1 . 2  It was also reported that, in the court action, the owner of 
the JOSE MARTI maintained that he had no liability for the 
pollution damage because the incident was wholly caused by the 
negligence of the Swedish Government in the maintenance of 
navigational aids (cf Article III.2(c) of the Civil Liability 
Convention); secondly, the owner argued that if the Court were not 
to accept that the damage was wholly caused by such negligence, he 
should nevertheless be wholly exonerated from liability to the 
Swedish Government on the grounds of contributory negligence, due 
to the lack of maintenance of navigational aids, or the 
compensation should be substantially reduced (cf Article 111.3). 

1.3 In its judgement in May 1985, the City Court held that the 
incident was caused by negligence attributable to the shipowner. 
It was recognised by the Court that there was a certain negligence 
on the part of the Swedish authorities in the maintenance of 
navigational aids and that this negligence had contributed to the 
incident. This negligence was, however, considered relatively 
minor. For this reason, the Court did not reduce the compensation 
to the Swedish Government on the grounds of contributory 
negligence, but awarded the Swedish Government full compensation 
for the pollution damage. The shipowner was awarded compensation 
from the Swedish Government for the damage caused to the JOSE 
MARTI, but since the negligence on the part of the shipowner was 
the major factor that contributed to the incident, the 
compensation was fixed at 25% of the total amount of damage 
sustained. 
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1.4 Appeals against this judgement were lodgea by the shipowner 
and the Swedish Government. The Court of Appeal in Stockholm 
rendered its judgement in November 1986. It confirmed the 
position taken by the City Court that the incident was caused by 
negligence attributable to the shipowner, ie an error committed by 
the pilot of the vessel. The Court of Appeal rejected the 
argument advanced by the owner of the JOSE MARTI that he should be 
exonerated from liability because the pilot should be considered 
as being covered by the notion of "navigational aids". Contrary 
to the City Court, the Court of Appeal held that the shipowner had 
not proved any negligence on the part of the Swedish Government in 
the maintenance of navigational aids or any negligence by any 
public official. The Court thus upheld the judgement of the City 
Court, obliging the shipowner to pay full compensation to the 
Swedish Government for the pollution damage arising out of the 
incident. Reversing the judgement of the City Court, the Court of 
Appeal rejected the claim by the shipowner for compensation for 
the damage caused to the JOSE MARTI. 

1.5 The owner of the JOSE MARTI lodged an appeal to the Supreme 
Court against this judgement. Under Swedish law, an appeal is 
heard by the Supreme Court only if the Court considers that the 
case is of importance for the development of jurisprudence. In 
July 1987, the Supreme Court decided not to hear the case. 
Consequently, the judgement of the Court of Appeal has become 
final. 

1.6 In the autumn of 1985, two further private claimants lodged 
claims amounting to SXr215 O00 (€21 000) against the limitation 
fund. In the Director's opinion, these claims are time-barred. 

1.7 Under Swedish law, the limitation amount does not include 
interest. Since the limitation amount exceeds the aggregate 
amount of the principal of the claims, the IOPC Fund will not be 
called upon to pay any compensation as a result of this incident. 

2 EIXO MARU Nol 
(Japan, 13 August 1983) 

2.1 As reported in paragraph 2 of the Annex to document 
FUND/EXC.16/5, the only outstanding issue was the recourse action 
against the owner of the other vessel involved in the collision, 
the CAVALRY. 

2.2 Negotiations are being held between the IOPC Fund's lawyer 
and that of the owner of the CAVALRY for the settlement of this 
issue. Very little progress has been made so far in these 
negotiations. It is hoped, nevertherless, that a final agreement 
will be reached in the near future. 
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3 KOSHUN MARU Nal 
(Japan, 5 March 1985) 

3.1 As reported to the 16th session of the Executive Committee 
(document FUND/EXC.16/5, Annex, paragraph 6) , third party claims 
totalling Y26 124 589 (E81 512), representing the total amount of 
the agreed claims, minus the owner's liability of Y1 896 320, were 
paid in September 1985. It is unlikely that any further claims 
will be submitted. 

3.2 An official investigation into the cause of the incident is 
being carried out. Indemnification of the shipowner amounting to 
Y474 080 (€2 000) has not yet been paid, as the limitation 
proceedings have not been concluded. 

JAN - 4 
(Denmark, 2 August 1985) 

4.1 At the 16th session of the Executive Committee, it was 
reported (documents FüND/EXC.16/5, Annex, paragraph 7 and 
FUND/EXC.16/5/Add.l, paragraph 3 )  that the tanker JAN (1 400 GRT), 
registered in the Federal Republic of Germany, collided with a 
fixed navigational light at the entrance to the port of Aalborg on 
the eastern coast of Jutland in Denmark. The JAN was carrying 
3 O00 tonnes of heavy fuel oil. Approximately 300 tonnes of oil 
escaped into the sea as a result of the incident. 

4.2 More than 100 tonnes of oil came ashore on the south coast of 
the island of Laesb, which is situated between Jutland and Sweden, 
and polluted approximately ten kilometres of the coast. The 
polluted area consists partly of sandy beaches, and partly of salt 
marshes of great importance to large populations of migrating 
birds. A small quantity of oil also polluted the coast of Jutland 
and the island of Hirsholmene. 

4.3 Operations to clean up the polluted areas were carried out by 
the Danish National Agency of Environmental Protection, the 
National Civil Defence Force and local authorities of the island 
of Laesb. The major part of the clean-up operations was completed 
within a few weeks of the incident. The clean-up of the polluted 
marshland on the island of Laesb caused greater problems, because 
of the sensitive ecological conditions in the area, but these 
operations were concluded by late October 1985. 

4.4 As a result of the clean-up operations, approximately 1 925m3 
of oiled sand, grass, debris, etc were collected in depots on 
Laesb and on Jutland, and a major problem arose concerning the 
disposal of the collected material. The Danish authorities 
decided that debris containing less than 5% oil (968m' of 
material) would be disposed at local dumps on Laesb and on 
Jutland. The remaining quantity, which contained a higher 
percentage of oil, was transported to a municipal chemical waste 
disposal plant at Nyborg on the island of Fyn. 
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4.5 In December 1985 the Maritime and Commercial Court Of 
Copenhagen established the limit of the owner's lizbility at 
157 936 SDR (DKrl 576 170, corresponding to €142 000). Under 
Danish law, an extra amount should be added to cover interest and 
costs, and the Court fixed the limitation fund at DKr2 million 
(E180 000). The limitation fund was established by the Skuld Club 
by means of a letter of guarantee. 

4.6 Claims for compensation were submitted by the Danish 
Government in July and August 1986 and April 1987; these claims 
covered the operations carried out by the local authorities of 
Laesb. In addition, claims were submitted by four private 
persons. The total claims made so far can be summarised as 
follows: 

Claimant 

Danish Government 

Private Claimants 
- Private Boat Owner 
- 3 Farmers 

Amount Claimed 

DKr 

11 805 021 

7 202 
27 230 

Total Claimed 11 839 453 

(fi 067 000)  

4.7 The Danish Government has claimed interest on the above- 
mentioned amount. 

4.8 The claims submitted by the four private persons have been 
accepted in full by the IOPC Fund and the Skuld Club. Payment 
totalling DKr34 432 (€3 100) was made by the Skuld Club in April 
1986. 

4.9 A further small claim from a farmer, relating to the repair 
of a damaged road, is expected. 

4.10 Negotiations have been held between the Danish authorities 
and the IOPC Fund, together with the Skuld Club. In April 1987, 
agreement was reached regarding a number of items of the claim 
made by the Danish authorities, totalling DKr3 307 044 (E298 000). 
The main outstanding items relate to the tariffs applied in 
respect of State-owned vessels which took part in the clean-up 
operations at sea and to the rates for personnel of governmental 
agencies used for the clean-up operations on the beaches. 

4.11 Since agreement had been reached on the majority of the items 
of the claims submitted by the Danish Government (45 out of 
55 items), the Director agreed, at the request of the Danish 
authorities, to pay compensation in respect of the accepted 
items (cf Internal Regulation 8.4.4). The amount payable was 
DKrl 789 432 (f158 849), being the total amount of the accepted 
items (DKr3 307 044) minus the owner's liability under the Civil 
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Liability Convention (DKrl 576 170). Payment was made on 3 August 
1987. The Skuld Club paid the remaining part of the shipowner's 
liability - an amount of DKrl 517 612 (€136 721) - to the Danish 
authorities in July 1987. 

4.12 It is expected that further negotiations on the outstanding 
items of the Government's claim will be held in the near future. 
The Director hopes that it will be possible to arrive at a final 
settlement before the 18th session of the Executive Committee. 

5 ROSE GARDEN MARU 
(United Arab Emirates, 26 December 1985) 

5.1 As reported to the 16th session of the Executive Committee 
i documen ts FUND/EXC.16/5, Annex , paragraph 9 and 
FUND/EXC.16/5/Add.lI paragraph 4 ) ,  a leak of oil from a sea valve 
of the Panamanian tanker ROSE GARDEN MARU (2 621 GRT) was observed 
on 26 December 1985 by an official of the Umm Al Qaiwain 
Municipality, in the United Arab Emirates. The quantity of oil 
spilt has not been established. It was stated that the spilt oil 
polluted the coast, lagoon and islands of the Emirates, and that 
it caused "massive" damage to trees, vegetation and fishing 
resources. 

5.2 The Umm Al Qaiwain Municipality sued the operator of the ROSE 
GAKDEN MARU at the Court of Umm Al Qaiwain for compensation for 
any damage already sustained, in the amount of Dh2 million 
(E340 OOO), and for any damage which may arise in the future. No 
limitation fund was established. 

5 . 3  In its judgement, which was rendered on 14 January 1986, the 
Court, inter alia, ordered the operator of the ROSE GARDEN MARU to 
pay Dh2 million (€340 000) to the Umm Al Qaiwain Municipality for 
indemnification of current damage, to be increased if the damage 
were aggravated. The Court also ordered the operator to deposit 
Dhl million (€170 000) at a designated bank in the name of the 
Municipality as a precaution, to be paid to the Municipality 
subject to consent by the Court. The judgement contained no 
reference to either the Civil Liability Convention or the question 
of limitation of liability. No indication was given of how the 
damages were calculated. The operator appealed against the 
judgement, but the right of appeal was denied. 

5.4 The IOPC Fund was not informed of the incident until 
18 February 1986. 

5.5 The operator of the vessel entered into negotiations with the 
authorities of the Emirates. In March 1986, agreement was reached 
on a reduction of the amount of compensation from Dh3 million to 
Dh1.5 million (€255 0 0 0 ) .  These negotiations were carried out 
without the involvement of the IOPC Fund, 
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5.6 The shipowner's P & I insurer, the Skuld Club, presented a 
claim against the IOPC Fund totalling US $135 249 (€84 O O O ) ,  
representing the amount paid to victims, Dh1.5 million or 
US $408 386, minus the owner's limitation amount estimated at 
US $364 182, plus indemnification of the shipowner of US $91 045. 
After the Director had pointed out that the ROSE GARDEN MARU did 
not fulfil the condition for indemnification laid down in the Fund 
Convention, ie that the ship must be registered in or flying the 
flag of a State Party to that Convention, the Skuld Club accepted 
that no indemnification would be payable. The claim against the 
IOPC Fund was thus reduced to US $44 204 ( € 2 8  0 0 0 ) .  

5.7 The exact limitation tonnage was not known to the Skuld Club. 
The Club estimated the limitation tonnage at 90% of the gross 
tonnage ( 2  517 GRT according to the Skuld Club), which would give 
a limitation tonnage of 2 265. In the view of the Skuld Club, 
this was the normal "rule of thumb" for the relationship between 
these two tonnages. The limit of liability of the ROSE GARDEN 
MARU under the Civil Liability Convention was estimated by the 
Club on this basis. 

5.8 The Director informed the Skuld Club that the juagement by 
the Court in the United Arab Emirates was not binding on the IOPC 
Fund, since the latter had not been notified of the court 
proceedings in accordance with Article 7.6 of the Fund Convention. 
He also stated that there were many points where more information 
was required, for example the factual basis of the claim and the 
reasonableness of the assessment of the damages. 

5.9 As mentioned above, no limitation fund was set up in the 
proceedings in the Court of Umm Al Qaiwain. At its 16th session, 
the Executive Committee considered it premature to cake ariy 
decision as to whether the IOPC Fund should in this case, 
exceptionally, waive the requirement in the Civil Liability 
Convention that the shipowner should establish a limitation fund, 
since there was a lack of information on many important points 
(document FUND/EXC.16/8, paragraph 3.4.2). The Committee a ï s 0  
instructed the Director to make a thorough investigation of all 
aspects of the case and, if necessary, to refer the incident back 
to the Executive Committee at its 18th session. 

5.10 The Director continued the discussions with the Skuld Club on 
the basis of the instructions given by the Executive Committee. 
In February 1987, the Director w a s  informed by the Skuld Club that 
the Club had decided not to pursue its claim against the IOPC 
Fund. The reason for this decision was that, in view of the small 
amount of the claim, the Club did not consider it an economic 
proposition to investigate and discuss so many aspects of the 
case. 

6 BRADY MARIA 
(Federal Republic of Germany, 3 January 1986) 

6.1 On 3 January 1986 the Panamanian tanker BRADY MARIA (996 GRT) 
was proceeding up the River Elbe, south of the entrance to the 
Kiel Canal, with a cargo of 2 O00 tonnes of heavy fuel oil 
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destined for Hamburg. The dry cargo ship WXILINX (3 453 GRT), 
registered in Gibraltar, which was proceeding down the river, 
suddenly turned to port across the river and hit the port forward 
bow of the BRADY MARIA, causing holes in two of the BRADY MARIA'S 
port cargo tanks. Approximately 200 tonnes of cargo oil escaped 
into the river. 

6.2 The oil which escaped from the BRADY MARIA contaminated a 
large area on both banks of the River Elbe and the River Oste, as 
well as near-by islands. The major part of the clean-up 
operations carried out by the German authorities was completed by 
the end of February 1 9 8 6 ,  whilst in some sensitive areas the 
operations continued until June 1986. Details of the clean-up 
operations were given in paragraphs 11.3-11.11 of the Annex to 
document FUND/EXC.16/5 and in paragraphs 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.3.1, 
5.3.2, 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 of document FUND/EXC.16/5IAdd.l. 

6 . 3  The limitation amount of the BRADY MARIA under the Civil 
Liability Convention is DM324 629.47 (Ell1 000). The limitation 
fund was established at the Hamburg District Court (Amtsgericht) 
in May 1986. 

6.4 Claims for clean-up costs were submitted by the Federal 
Waterway and Shipping Administration (Wasser-und Schiffahrtsamt, 
WSA) on behalf of the Federal Government, the Lander of 
Schleswig-Holstein and Niedersachsen and some local authorities, 
and by two private claimants for cleening of polluted vessels. 

6.5 With regard to the claims presented by the German 
authorities, negotiations were held in April and August 1986 and 
agreements were reached on the majority of the claimed items. A 
further clam of DM27 659.58 was submitted to the IOPC Fund in June 
1987.  The following table gives a summary of the claim settlement 
situation at the time of drafting this document: 

Authorities 
Schleswiq-Holstein 

Claimed 

DM 

1 575 884.24 
Niedersachsen 1 321 673.24 
Federal Waterway and 

Shipping Administration 733 263.67 

3 636 821.15 
Private Claimants 
Tankrode Shippins Company 1 000.00 _ _  - - -  
German Association for the 

Salvage of the Shipwrecked 85.80 

3 637 906.95 

(€1 241 000) 

Agreed 

DM 

1 548 224.66 
1 139 356.24 

80 292.87 

2 167 813.77 

2 761 873.77 

(€944 0 0 0 )  

Pending 

DM 

27 659.58 
188 317.00 

652 970.80 

868 947.38 

1 000.00 

85.80 

870 033.18 

(€297 000)  
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6.6 The German authorities have claimed interest on the above- 
mentioned amounts. Agreement has been reached in principle on the 
basis of calculation of interest. 

6.7 On 9 October 1986, at the request of the German authorities, 
the Director paid the latter DM2 443 244 (€846 4381, representing 
the total of the accepted items (DM2 767 873.77) minus the 
limitation amount of the shipowner under the Civil Liability 
Convention (DM324 629.47) . 
6.8 The total sum of the disputed items of the claims submitted 
by the German authorities amounts thus to DM868 947 (E296 500). 
These items relate in particular to the use of certain oil 
combating vessels, the tariffs applied in respect of certain 
vessels owned by public authorities and costs of permanent staff 
of public authorities carrying out work in connection with the 
incident. Details of the disputed items are given in document 
FUND/EXC.16/5/Add.l, paragraphs 5.3.3-5.3.6 ànd 5.4.1-5.4.6. 

6.9 in September 1986, the Director set out in writing to the 
German authorities the position of the IOPC Fund regarding the 
totality of the claims submitted by them. In particular, he 
discussed in detail the items which he did not consider 
acceptable, giving his reasons f o r  their total or partial 
rejection. He indicated also the exact amount that he was 
prepared to accept for each item. So far, no reply has been 
received from the German authorities in respect of the outstanding 
items. 

6.10 It is expected that negotiations regarding the outstanding 
items of the claims will take place in the near future. The 
Director hopes that all outstanding items will be settled before 
the 18th session of the Executive Committee. 

6.11 With regard to the limitation fund for the BRADY MARIA, 
claims were submitted by WSA in the amount of DM3 650 757.25 
(inclusive of intexest) and by the Tankrode Shipping Company in 
the amount of DM1 333.57. During the proceedings, the Tankrode 
Shipping Company's claim was reduced to DM1 000; this amount was 
paid and subsequently subrogated by WSA. The limitation amount of 
üH324 629.47, together with interest of DM1 881.99, was paid to 
WSA on 3 March 1987, and the limitation proceedings have been 
completed. 

6.12 An official investigation into the cause of the incident was 
carried out by WSA. This investigation concluded in March 1987 
that the pilot of the WAYLINK was drunk when he went on board the 
ship and that he gave a wrong order to the helmsman of the 
WAYLINK, causing the vessel to cross the course of the on-coming 
BHADY MARIA. The pilot appealed against this finding. The 
appeals proceedings have not yet been concluded. 

6.13 The Director has decided not to take any action against the 
pilot of the WAYLINK, for the reasons set out in paragraph 11.23 
of the Annex to document FUND/EXC.16/5. However, the Director is 
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investigating whether the German authorities have any liability 
for the acts of the pilot in this case. The Director has been 
advised that under German law there is no publLc authority which 
has general liability for damage caused by thr acts of pilots. 
The German authority competent for the licensing of pilots has 
stated that it did not know that this pilot had alcohol problems. 

6.14 A limitation fund for the WAYLINK was established at the 
District Court of Hamburg in January 1986. The limitation fund 
amounts to DM440 185 (€150 0 0 0 ) .  Claims totalling DM6.9 million 
(E2 355 000) were filed against this limitation fund. The German 
authorities submitted a claim for oil pollution damage amounting 
to DM3.6 million. The IOPC Fund filed a claim in subrogation for 
an estimated amount of DM5 million; this claim (which included the 
amount claimed by the German authorities) had to be submitted in 
Nay ï986 before the exact amount of the claims against the IOPC 
Fund was known. The other claims relate to damage caused to the 
hull of the BRADY MARIA (DM1.6 million) and. loss suffered by the 
owner of the cargo of that vessel (DM329 000). 

6.15 The IOPC Fund has taken action in the Hamburg Landgericht, 
with the co-operation of the German authorities, against the owner 
of the WAYLINK, challenging his right to limit his liability, 

6.16 The P & I insurer of the BRADY MARIA, the British Marine 
Mutual Insurance Association, instituted recourse proceedings in 
Gibraltar against the owner of the WAYLINK, for the purpose of 
breaking the owner's limitation amount, as reported in paragraph 
11.19 of the Annex to document FUNDLEXC.16/5. The reason for this 
action and the grounds on which the Director decided to take 
action against the owner of the WAYLINK in Hamburg and not in 
Gibraltar are set out in paragraph 11.20 and 11.21 of that 
document. 

6.17 The Gibraltar Court of first instance accepted jurisdiction 
in the case. The owner of the WAYLICX appealed against this 
decision, and the Court of Appeal in Gibraltar reversed the 
decision, declaring that the Courts in Gibraltar had no 
jurisdiction. The insurer of the BRADY MARIA decided not to 
pursue the litigation in Gibraltar and abstained, therefore, from 
appealing to the Privy Council in London. 

7 TAKE MARU NO6 
(Japan, 9 January 1986) 

7 . 1  While loading cargo oil at a refinery in Sakai-Senboku Port, 
Japan, the Japanese tanker TAKE MARU NO6 (83 tiET) spilled some of 
her cargo. The oil escaped from a manhole in a port-side tank, 
because its valve had not been tightly closid. It is estimated 
that 0.1 tonnes of cargo oil escaped on to the deck, and some of 
the oil spilled into the sea because of the heavy rolling of the 
vessel (cf document FUND/EXC.16/5, Annex, paragraph 12). 
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7.2 As reporteci at the 16th session of the Exxutive Committee, 
the claims for clean-up costs and costs of replacing severely 
damaged booms totalled Y3 0 8 8  770 ( € 1 3  3 0 0 ) .  The Director agreed 
in July 1 9 8 6  to settle these claims at IÉ3 (112 4 7 9  (€13 0 0 0 ) .  
There were no fishery claims. 

7.3 The limit of the shipowner's liability under the Civil 
Liability Convention is approximately Y2 million ( € 8  600). 
However, it has not yet been possible to make an exact calculation 
of the limitation amount due to the lack of some data in the 
tonnage certificate. The tonnage was measured when the vessel was 
dry-docked in July 1 9 8 7 ,  but the result of the measurement is not 
yet known to the IOPC Fund. 

7.4 In order to avoid delay in the payment to claimmts, the 
Director agreed with JPIA that the latter should pay the accepted 
amount of the claims; that amount was paid in July 1 9 8 6 .  The IOPC 
Fund will reimburse its share of that amount to JPIA when the 
figure for the owner's liability under the Civil Liability 
Convention has been established. 

7.5 Indemnification of the shipowner, estimated at a g500  0 0 0  
(€2 1501, will be paid when the owner's limitation amount iS 
established. 

8 OUED GUETERINI 
(Algeria, 1 8  December 1 9 8 6 )  

8 . 1  The Algerian tanker OUED GUETERINI (1 5 7 6  GRT) was unloading 
bitumen in the port of Algiers on 18 December 1 9 8 6  when part of 
the cargo was spilt onto the deck of the vessel. From there, some 
bitumen escaped into the water in the port area. 

8 . 2  There was no pollution damage in the port itself. However, a 
considerable quantity of bitumen (approximately 15 tonnes) entered 
the sea-water intake of a power station, necessitating a shut-down 
of the station for a short period of time. Some equipment at the 
power station was polluted and had to be cleaned. 

8.3 A claim totalling 3 083 4 8 8  Algerian Dinars ( € 4 1 2  000) has 
been submitted by the owner of the power station (Société 
Nationale de 1'Electricite et du Gaz, SONELGAZ) relating to damage 
to equipment in the power station, costs of cleaning some 
equipment and loss of profit as a result of the closure of the 
station. A claim has also been presented by the owner of the OUED 
GUETERINI (Société Nationale du Transport Maritime des 
Hydrocarbures et des Produits Chimiques, SNTM/HYPROC) in the 
amount of 5 650 Algerian Dinars (€750) in respect of costs for 
clean-up operations. The IOPC Fund has been informed by SONELGAZ 
that further claims will be submitted. 

8.4 The main part of the claim submitted by SONELGAZ relates to 
loss of profit as a result of the closure of the station. The 
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IOPC Fund and the shipowner's P & I insurer, the UK Club, with the 
assistance of external experts, are examining hcw this loss should 
be assessed. 

8.5 The Director has asked the claimants to provide further 
information concerning the claimed items. Negotiations with the 
claimants will take place as soon as this information has been 
provided. 

8.6 The limit of the shipowner's liability is 168 785 SDR or 
1 068 566 Algerian Dinars (E135 0 0 0 ) .  The limitation fund has not 
yet been established. 

9 THUNTANK 5 

(Sweden, 2 1  December 1986) 
9 . 1  The Swedish vessel THUNTANK 5 ( 2  866 GRT), carrying 5 0 2 4  
connes of heavy fuel oil, ran aground on 21 December 1 9 8 6  in very 
bad weather outside Gavle, on the east coast of Sweden, 2 0 0  
kilometres north of Stockholm. The tanker was severely damaged, 
and there was a considerable risk that the ship would break up. 
However, after about half the cargo had been transferred to 
another vessel, the THUNTANK 5 was refloated. Most of the 
remaining cargo was then transferred to the other vessel, and the 
THUNTANK 5 was towed to a safe port. It is estimated that 150-2û0 
tonnes of oil escaped as a result of the incident. 

9.2 Due to the difficult weather conditions, with very strong 
winds, snow and icy water, it was impossible to carry out any 
major operations to collect the oil in the Üays following the 
incident. Some oil reached the coast where it mixed with snow and 
ice. It is estimated that ten kilometres of the coast were 
polluted immediately after the incident. Due to the weather 
conditions, no major clean-up operations could be carried out 
until the spring of 1987. In the meantime, air surveillance was 
carried out by the Swedish Coast Guard. 

9 . 3  On-shore operations were started at the beginning of April 
1987 along the coast and on some islands in six municipalities 
around Gavle. The oil had then affected various areas along a 150 
kilometre stretch of coast. The polluted areas were very 
difficult to clean, since they consist mainly of small stones and 
rough rocks. The oil had to be scraped off the stones and rocks 
manually. The oil which remained on the surface of the stones and 
rocks after the scraping was then cleaned by hot water washing or 
high pressure steam washing. Priority was given to nature 
reserves for wild birds and to areas of special importance for 
tourism. 

9.4 A small quantity of oil - estimated at 2 0 - 4 0  tonnes - was 
found on the sea bed at a depth of between 8 an3 16 metres, close 
to where the vessel had grounded. At the end of April 1987, 
attempts were made by the Swedish Coast Guard to collect this oil, 
since it was feared that the sunken oil might resurface and 
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pollute the coast. The Coast Guard tried to remove this oil, 
firstly by divers manually and, later, by hydraulic pumping. 
During a visit to the site of the incident in May 1987, the 
Director discussed with representatives of the Coast Guard whether 
these operations were reasonable, in view of the very high costs 
which, in his opinion, were out of proportion to the small 
quantities of oil collected. The Swedish authorities called off 
these operations a few days later. In August 1987, it appeared 
that parts of the sunken oil resurfaced. The Coast Guard had by 
then developed new equipment for reccvery of this oil, and the 
operations were resumed. 

9.5 Fishermen in the area had expressed great concern about the 
risk of their equi.pment and catches becoming polluted when the 
fishing season started in late May. A meeting was held in May 
between the Director, a representative of the Skuld Club and 
representatives of the fisnermen to discuss the situation and, in 
particular, how the fishermen could reduce the risk of damage to 
their equipment. It has been reported that some fishing nets have 
become polluted with oil from the THUNTANK 5. 

9.6 At the time of drafting this document, clean-up operations 
are still being carried out in some areas. All operations are 
expected to be completed by the end of the summer of 1987. 

9.7 The limitation amount of the shipowner’s liability under the 
Civil Liability Convention is approximately SKr2.7 million 
(€264 000). 

9.8 Only a few claims from fishermen have so far been submitted. 
However, in view of the information obtained regarding the 
clean-up Operations, the Director believes that the aggregate 
amount of the damage will exceed the limitation amount of the 
shipowner’s liability. 

9.9 The official investigation into the cause of the incident has 
shown that the grounding was due to an error by the master of the 
THUNTANK 5 i n  the navigation of the ship. 

10 ANTOKIO GWiMSCI 
(Finland, 6 February 1987) 

10.1 While on a voyage from Ventspils in Latvia ( U S S R ) ,  the USSR 
tanker ANTONIO GRAMSCI (27 706 G R T ) ,  loaded with 38 445 tonnes of 
crude oil, grounded near Borga on the south coast of Finland on 
6 February 1987. It is estimated that 600-700 tonnes of the cargo 
escaped as a result of this incident. 

10.2 Oil combating vessels were sent to the area on 9 February 
1987. At first, the oil remained in open pack-ice in relatively 
thick layers. However, under the prevailing icy weather 
conditions, it was extremely difficult to recover the spilt oil. 
After two days, the Finnish authorities decided to suspend the 
clean-up operations until the conditions improved, in view of the 
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very limited effect of the operations. By this time, the ice had 
closed up and the oil had mixed with the ice. Two oil combating 
vessels sent by the USSR authorities participated in the clean-up 
operations. 

10.3 On 18 February, when the operations were resumed, an attempt 
was made by the Finnish authorities to collect oil using skimmers. 
This method was unsuccessful, as there was no free oil on the 
water surface, and all the oil appeared to be bound up in the ice. 
Subsequently, another attempt to collect the oily ice was made, 
using hydraulic grabs, and 10-15 tonnes of oil were recovered. It 
was reported that a considerable quantity of oil had been 
recovered by a USSR vessel. 

10.4 The operations were again suspended on 27 February, due to 
severe weather conditions. Since then, attempts were made from 
time to time by the Finnish authorities to collect oil, but 
without success, due to the weather. 

10.5 In mid-April, strong northerly winds pushed the oily ice 
into international waters. At the end of April, part of the oily 
ice went into USSR territorial waters and remained there till 
early May. Since then, the oily ice has stayed partly in Finnish 
territorial waters and partly in international waters. 

10.6 At the end of May, on-shore clean-up operations were carried 
out on the Finnish coast east of the grounding site, and 
approximately 0.4 tonnes of oil and a large quantity of oil waste 
were collected. 

10.7 In March 1987 a limitation fund amounting to Rbls2 431 854 
(E236 14&) was established with a court in Riga (USSR) on behalf 
of the owner of the ANTONIO GRAMSCI, for the purpose of limiting 
his liability under the Civil Liability Convention. 

10.8 According to the results of the official Finnish 
investigation into the cause of the incident, the grounding was 
due to a misunderstanding between the master and the pilot. 

10.9 At the time of drafting this document, information was not 
available on the full extent of the clean-up operations carried 
out so far and whether any further operations were envisaged. No 
claims have been submitted. Although no major operations have 
been carried out since the end of May, the extent of the pollution 
damage cannot be established until it is clear that no further 
clean-up operations are necessary. 

10.10 Since the USSR was not a Contracting Party to the Fund 
Convention at the date of the incident, pollution damage in the 
USSR, including measures taken to prevent or minimise pollution 
damage in the USSR, is not covered by the Fund Convention. 
However, claims in respect of pollution damage in the USSR will be 
compensated under the Civil Liability Convention and will compete 
for the amount available in the limitation fund set up under that 
Convention with claims in respect of pollution damage in Finland. 
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For this reason, the amount of compensation paid under the Civil 
Liability Convention for pollution damage in the USSR may be of 
importance in establishing whether the IOPC Fund will be called 
upon to pay any compensation for pollution damage in Finland. 

10.11 It may be recalled that in February 1979 t.he ANTONIO G W S C I  
grounded near Ventspils, when approximately 5 500 tonnes of oil 
escaped as a result of the incident and caused serious pollution 
damage in Sweden, Finland and the USSR. That was the first 
incident dealt with by the IOPC Fund. 

11 ELHANI 
(Indonesia, 2 2  July 1987) 

11.1 The Libyan tanker ELHANI (81 412 GRT) ran aqround outside 
Singapore in Indonesian territorial waters on 2 2  July 1987. 
Approximately 3 O00 tonnes of crude oil escaped as a result of the 
incident. A large part of the spilt oil spread into Singapore 
territorial waters, and the Singapore authorities undertook 
extensive clean-up operations. Considerable quantities of oil 
drifted out to sea. Some oil may have stayed within Indonesian 
territorial waters. Is is possible that some pollution damage was 
caused in Malaysia. 

11.2 Since Singapore and Malaysia are not Parties to the Fund 
Convention, pollution damage in these countries, including 
measures taken to prevent or minimise pollution damage there, is 
not compensated under that Convention. 

11.3 On 20 August 1987 the Indonesian authorities informed the 
IOPC Fund that the incident had caused pollution damage in 
Indonesia and that they would claim compensation from the IOPC 
Fund. No information has SO far been given as to the nature and 
extent of the damage. 

11.4 The Indonesian authorities requested urgent advance payment 
from the IOPC Fund of $242 800 (E150 000) to enable them to carry 
out assessment of the damage. The Director informed the 
Indonesian authorities that the IOPC Fund could pay compensation 
only if the aggregate amount of the damage in all States involved 
in the incident (Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore) were to exceed 
the limitation amount of the shipowners' liability. Since the 
extent of damage could not be estimated at this stage, the IOPC 
Fund could not make any payment in response to the request of the 
Indonesian authorities. 

11.5 The limitation amount of the shipowner's liability under the 
Civil Liability Convention is estimated at approximately 
€7.9 million. In view of this high figure, the Director considers 
it unlikely that the IOPC Fund will be called upon to pay any 
compensation as a result of this incident. 


